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Shankarlal Khandelwal Arts, Science and Commerce College, Akola. 
 

REPORT OF PRERNA SOHALA 

1st August, 2019 
 

Introduction: 

Prerna Sohala is a celebration held every year to celebrate the birth anniversary of Late. 

Shankarlalji Khandelwal, icon of our institution, on 1st August. This day is also a day of special 

significance for our Nation and particularly Maharashtra as it is the death anniversary of Shri 

Lokmanya Tilak and birth anniversary of Lokshahir Shri Annabhau Sathe. 

Vision for the program: 

To orient and inspire the students for achievements. This inspiration serves as a driving 

force not only for the students but also for all those who are involved in the program to set and 

achieve their goal for personal development. The event is also a tool for orientation of our 

students, for our motto that is ‘Education for Life and Life for Nation.’ 

Mission: 

This program is a part of our mission that our students are godly and have tremendous 

potential. We strive for channelizing their potential in right direction for achieving National 

goal. 

Objectives: 

To create enthusiasm and positive energy for the new academic session.To inspire the 

students for making achievements in their life by felicitating the achievers of past academic 

session in a magnificent way. To inculcate the value of social responsibility in students by 

arranging blood donation camp and tree plantation. 

Prephase: 

A meeting with principal and staff was called by honourable office bearers of Shikshan 

Prasark Mandal (SPM), our parent society on 10th July 2019 to motivate the staff for their 

sincere involvement and dedicated work for achieving the desired objective of inspiring 

students. President of SPM, Hon’ble Dr. Taratai Hatwalne, Vice-President, Hon`ble Shri. 

Rajkumarji Chaware, Secretary, Hon`ble Gopalji Khandelwal addressed to orient the staff for 

best team work, necessary for achieving the desired goal. 

Dr. Aarti Despande, Dr. Haridas Kharat and Shri. Akash Kulkarni were appointed as the 

coordinators for Prerna 2019 in the previous staff meeting according to the predecided policy 

of the administration. 
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Dr. Aarti Deshpande conducted the meeting and explained the structure and role of 

organizing committees formed for proper execution of the event. Principal Dr. J.M. Saboo 

suggested some changes in the committees. The final structure of the organizing committees is 

summarized in Annexure-I. Principal also guided about preparing proper budget as per the 

availability of the funds with the college. 

Hon’ble management suggested to make the main motivation program for students 

(personality development workshop) more interactive. As per their suggestion, it was decided 

to invite successful personalities as guest and conduct their interview so that the students will 

get live example and they will also be more involved because of direct interaction with the 

giant personalities. 

Brief Summary of the Event: 

Prerna Sohala was organised on 31st July and 1st August 2019. The events held during 

this celebration are summarised in following table. 
 

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE 
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Blood Donation Camp: 

Blood donation camp was arranged by NSS department in collaboration with Hedgewar 

Rakt Pedhi, Akola. It was inaugurated at 10 am at the hands of Dr. Maheshji Dhotre in the 

presence of honourable President, Vice president, Secretary and other members of Shikshan 

Prasarak Mandal. Dr. Priyakumari Dhabe and Dr. Sumedh Kawale were program officers who 

coordinated the event. Total 30 students donated blood on the occasion. 
 

 

  
 

 
Tree Plantation: 

Tree plantation was arranged in the college premises by environmental studies 

committee at 10.30 am. Trees were planted by Dr. Mahesh Dhotre, all the dignitaries of SPM 

and Principal Dr. Jagdish Saboo. Dr. Dnyansagar Bhokare and Dr. Nisha Warade were the co- 

ordinators. 
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Interview of Dr. Maheshji Dhotre: 

Dr. Mahesh Dhotre, Senior R&D Engineer, ABB Switzerland Limited, Baden, Switzerland, 

was invited as chief guest. His interview was conducted by Dr. Prasanna Pande in the presence 

of B.Sc. and BCA students. In this way an opportunity was created for students to directly get 

the guidelines by interacting with the eminent personality especially about the prospects of 

science career in Europe. 

 

 
 

 
Visit of Special Guest in College: 

Shri. Sanjayji Gawande, Director, Galaxy Group Mumbai was invited as chief guest for 

personality development program organized in Pramilatai Oak Hall on 1st August 2019. He is a 

prominent real estate developer of Navi Mumbai and is an alumini of Bhikamchand Khandelwal 

School governed by SPM. His visit was arranged in the college from 8.15 am to 9.15 am. Hon. 

President of SPM Dr. Taratai Hatwalne was present on the Occasion. Shri Sanjay Gawande was 

accompanied by his mother Shrimati Lata Gawande. His visit to the college was followed by his 

visit to his school. 
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Live Interview of Shri Sanjayji Gawande: 

The program was held in Pramilatai Oak hall at 9.30 am.The theme selected for 

academic session 2019-20 is a Marathi phrase ‘Kelyane Hot Aahe Re, Aadhi Kelechi Pahije.’ 

The program started with the theme song written, composed and sung by Dr. Aarti Deshpande. 

Hon’ble Dr. Taratai felicited the chief guest. Dr. Prashant Pisolkar, Dr. Jayashri Sakalkale and 

Dimple Mapari conducted the interview. Glimpses of the profile of shri. Sanjayji Gawande were 

shown through some video clips. All the important points from his life as a child born in a poor 

family to a multimillion are entrepreneur were highlighted in a very interesting manner. 

Students got an opportunity to know about the qualities, soft skills and efforts of shri. Sanjayji 

Gawande which brought him a huge success. 
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Prize Distribution Program: 
 

Shri Sanjayji Khadse, Asst. Commissioner, Social welfare department, Amravati was the 

Chief Guest. Prize distribution was announced by Dr. Sandhya Kale. President of SPM, Dr. 

Taratai chaired the session. Vice President of SPM Rajkumarji Chaware, Secretary Shri. Gopalji 

Khandelwal, President of Shankarlal Khandelwal Charitable trust, Shri. Shantilalji Khandelwal, 

Special guest Shri. Sanjayji Gawande and Principal Dr. J.M. Saboo were present on the Dias for 

prize distribution. Program started with lightening of lamp followed by Prerna Geet ‘Jivan me 

kuch karna hai’ presented by the students Radhika Chunade and her team. More than 53 

prizes were distributed to students for their achievements in academics and sports. Five medals 

were sponsored by Khandelwal Charitable trust to the toppers of each faculty. Rest of the 

prizes were sponsored by the teachers and some persons form society. Letters of appreciation 

were given to many staff members. Chief Guest Shri. Sanjayji Khadse delivered highly inspiring 

speech about the key personality traits for becoming a successful person. Special guest Shri 

Sanjayji Gawande spoke about the important qualities for becoming a successful entrepreneur 

and importance of entrepreneurship in the current scenario. Presidential address was delivered 

by Dr. Taratai Hatwalne who emphasized on the duty of students towards their parents and 

nation. 

The program was anchored by Miss. Pallavi Kale and Miss Chaitali Bhatkar and vote of 

thanks were proposed by Co-ordinator Dr. Aarti Deshpande. The program concluded by 

Vandemataram sung by Dr. Nisa Warade. 
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Annexture –I 
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